
               THE MOBILE TRICKSTER CANTATA



         OVERTURE:  THE STATIONS OF THE METER  
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             Michael Gibbons was born September 5: 1942: In the Maine Eye And Ear Infirmary: Portland: Maine: USA: Michael Gibbons favorite activity as a 
             child was reading and playing sports: Michael Gibbons’ first job was as a gofer in an electronics factory: Michael Gibbons’ mother was born in Saint 
             George: Quebec: Canada: Michael Gibbons’ father was born in Lowell: Massachusetts: USA: As a child Michael Gibbons lived in Portland: Maine: 
             USA: San Diego: California: USA: Lowell: Massachusetts: USA: As a child Michael Gibbons loved the attention of his mother and father: Now: 
             Michael Gibbons lives in El Cerrito: California: USA: As an adult Michael Gibbons loves: Working: Writing: Composing Music: Making Love: His 
             wife: His friends: Sports: Understanding his Self: When Michael Gibbons is working he tries to stop all thoughts and feelings: He depends on his big 
             deep silent mind                                                                                       to Look: Listen: To                                                                      uch: Taste: Smell: Sense 
             his entire being:                                                                                       Do his work: Simul                                                                      taneously: Michael Gib 
             bons strives to d        $   FARE                                                      o everything sponta        $   EXTRAS                             neously from his real 
             Self: Michael Gi                                                                                       bbons strives to wor                                                                       k with the same gentleness 
             as he makes love:                                                                                       Michael Gibbons’ f                                                                       avorite animal is his cat 
             Oona: Michael                                                                                        Gibbons’ favorite i                                                                       dea is composing music 
             from sensing hi                                                                                        s Self: Michael Gib                                                                       bons’ favorite object is 
             his synthesizer:                                                                                       Michael Gibbons e                                                                       arns his living as a taxi 
             driver in San Fr                                   2.85                   ancisco: California                               0.00      : USA: Michael Gibbons 
             finds it easy to c                                                                                        onverse with passe                                                                        ngers from all over the 
             world as Michael Gibbons is a fan and follower of everything on earth from: Flowers: To: Elephants: To: Cricket: To: Soccer: To: Dogs: To: Cats: To: 
             Music: To: Trees: To: Work: To: Ireland: To: Gaelic: To: Horses: To: Football: To: Baseball: To: Writing: To: Talking: To: Mountains: To: 
             Basketball: To: Grape Vines: To: Driving: To: Walking: To: Italian: To: Golf: To: Penny Whistles: To: Hills: To: Valleys: To: Oceans: To Rivers: To: 
             Restaurants: To: Singing: The aim of the art of Michael Gibbons is to create layers of beauty and warmth as simply as possible: The aim of the life of 
             Michael Gibbons is to love to touch all of life with all of his being: And now I will say farewell to you: And I will sing of another chameleon sporting on 
             mill plaid touch in monomack to merrimac river run over jack and jackie past lowell and lawrence down to wander over field of cricket and puck 
             horsehide and pigskin down charles river salt and pepper bridge between dawn and dark flying taxi talk to the world to drop a ride to go to sfo up post 
             into embarcadero up broadway down van ness to post and powell to climb powell race the cable car up nob hill can't turn left on california go one block 
             farther to sacramento turn left to see the crooked street take a right on taylor climb russian hill turn left on union right on hyde see the steepest street 
             turn right on filbert accelerate into mid air landing half way down the hill to bottom of filbert turn left on leavenworth facing alcatraz island no we’re 
             not near sausalito driving two blocks to foot of lombard the crookedest street in the world take a left on chestnut climb turn left on hyde make illegal u 
             turn go back to lombard turn right and go down the crooked street pausing at montclair terrace to take pictures left on jones right on francisco left on 
             columbus for fisherman's wharf past pier 39 to take a left on north point drive by ghirardelli take a left on van ness right on bay right on laguna left on 
             marina toward the golden gate take a left on divisidero up to pacific heights left on broadway through the tunnel right on stockton through the tunnel to 
             union square down to market cross over fourth turn right on mission right on ninth cross market by city hall take a right on larkin a left on grove a 
             right on polk and go by city hall left on mc allister left on gough right on hough left on bough right on mough right on haight to haight ashbury no we’e 
             not near the castro sinners left on ashbury all the way to seventeenth left on seventeenth turn your map book right side up right on clayton right onto 
             twin peak boulevard right onto portola for the san francisco zoo right on sloat past the sign of doggie diner past the zoo left on great highway over the 
             buried giant sewers along the storming pacific toward the airport through daly city to pacifica take the shortcut through south city to the 101 into sfo as the 
             international red rubber necks come and go rasping of left coast religious morons code word for intelligent coast now gay lesbian hi tech genetic stock bonds bay 
             o’schwarzenegger verbiageeatical stew as bangladesh surprises england and windies demand more of alien taxi and predator cab loving all of life with all of their 
             being in the shadow of stately plump thoreau and mc’emerson and o’saadi and last laugh ribbons of gibbons galloping green ribs chortling the fare is $60 too:              ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
                 | METER |                 | TIME |                   | EXTRAS |                  |  STATE |                   | MADE  IN  USA |                 | FUNCTION | 
             

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

                         HIRED                                      TIME   OFF                           VACANT                                                   ______________________________________________  
                                                                                                                                  
                                                                                                                                                   __________________________________________________ 

     
              

                                                                                                          



                 ONE: THE SHADOW OF A CAB FARE  
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                         M         I         C         H         A         E         L                     G          I           B           B         O         N         S 
                                                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                                                  
                         Michael Gibbons was born September 5: 1942: In the Maine Eye And Ear Infirmary: Portland: Maine: USA: Michael Gibbons favorite activity as a 
                         child was reading and playing sports: Michael Gibbons’ first job was as a gofer in an electronics factory: Michael Gibbons’ mother was born in Saint 
                         George: Quebec: Canada: Michael Gibbons’ father was born in Lowell: Massachusetts: USA: As a child Michael Gibbons lived in Portland: Maine: 
                         USA: San Diego: California: USA: Lowell: Massachusetts: USA: As a child Michael Gibbons loved the attention of his mother and father: Now: 
                         Michael Gibbons lives in El Cerrito: California: USA: As an adult Michael Gibbons loves: Working: Writing: Composing Music: Making Love: His 
                         wife: His friends: Sports: Understanding his Self: When Michael Gibbons is working he tries to stop all thoughts and feelings: He depends on his big 
                         deep silent mind                                                                                       to Look: Listen: To                                                                      uch: Taste: Smell: Sense 
                         his entire being:                                                                                       Do his work: Simul                                                                      taneously: Michael Gib 
                         bons strives to d        $   FARE                                                      o everything sponta        $   EXTRAS                             neously from his real 
                         Self: Michael Gi                                                                                       bbons strives to wor                                                                       k with the same gentleness 
                         as he makes love:                                                                                       Michael Gibbons’ f                                                                       avorite animal is his cat 
                         Oona: Michael                                                                                        Gibbons’ favorite i                                                                       dea is composing music 
                         from sensing hi                                                                                        s Self: Michael Gib                                                                       bons’ favorite object is 
                         his synthesizer:                                                                                       Michael Gibbons e                                                                       arns his living as a taxi 
                         driver in San Fr                                   5.10                   ancisco: California                      10.00      : USA: Michael Gibbons 
                         finds it easy to c                                                                                        onverse with passe                                                                        ngers from all over the 
                        world as Michael Gibbons is a fan and follower of everything on earth from: Flowers: To: Elephants: To: Cricket: To: Soccer: To: Dogs: To: Cats: To: 
                      Music: To: Trees: To: Work: To: Ireland: To: Gaelic: To: Horses: To: Football: To: Baseball: To: Writing: To: Talking: To: Mountains: To: 
                       Basketball: To: Grape Vines: To: Driving: To: Walking: To: Italian: To: Golf: To: Penny Whistles: To: Hills: To: Valleys: To: Oceans: To Rivers: To: 
                      Restaurants: To: Singing: The aim of the art of Michael Gibbons is to create layers of beauty and warmth as simply as possible: The aim of the life of 
                     Michael Gibbons is to love to touch all of life with all of his being: And now I will say farewell to you: And I will sing of another chameleon sporting on 
                   mill plaid touch in monomack to merrimac river run over jack and jackie past lowell and lawrence down to wander over field of cricket and puck 
                    horsehide and pigskin down charles river salt and pepper bridge between dawn and dark flying taxi talk to the world to drop a ride to go to sfo up post 
                   into embarcadero up broadway down van ness to post and powell to climb powell race the cable car up nob hill can't turn left on california go one block 
                  farther to sacramento turn left to see the crooked street take a right on taylor climb russian hill turn left on union right on hyde see the steepest street 
                 turn right on filbert accelerate into mid air landing half way down the hill to bottom of filbert turn left on leavenworth facing alcatraz island no we’re 
                not near sausalito driving two blocks to foot of lombard the crookedest street in the world take a left on chestnut climb turn left on hyde make illegal u 
               turn go back to lombard turn right and go down the crooked street pausing at montclair terrace to take pictures left on jones right on francisco left on 
              columbus for fisherman's wharf past pier 39 to take a left on north point drive by ghirardelli take a left on van ness right on bay right on laguna left on 
             marina toward the golden gate take a left on divisidero up to pacific heights left on broadway through the tunnel right on stockton through the tunnel to 
            union square down to market cross over fourth turn right on mission right on ninth cross market by city hall take a right on larkin a left on grove a 
           right on polk and go by city hall left on mc allister left on gough right on hough left on bough right on mough right on haight to haight ashbury no we’e 
          not near the castro sinners left on ashbury all the way to seventeenth left on seventeenth turn your map book right side up right on clayton right onto 
         twin peak boulevard right onto portola for the san francisco zoo right on sloat past the sign of doggie diner past the zoo left on great highway over the 
        buried giant sewers along the storming pacific toward the airport through daly city to pacifica take the shortcut through south city to the 101 into sfo as the 
       international red rubber necks come and go rasping of left coast religious morons code word for intelligent coast now gay lesbian hi tech genetic stock bonds bay 
      o’schwarzenegger verbiageeatical stew as bangladesh surprises england and windies demand more of alien taxi and predator cab loving all of life with all of their 
     being in the shadow of stately plump thoreau and mc’emerson and o’saadi and last laugh ribbons of gibbons galloping green ribs chortling the fare is $60 too:      ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
         | METER |                 | TIME |                   | EXTRAS |                   | STATE |                   | MADE  IN  USA |                 | FUNCTION |     ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

                 HIRED                                      TIME   OFF                           VACANT                                       ______________________________________________  
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                                                                  TWO: YOU CAN’T CHEAT AN HONEST METER 
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                                                                                       M         I         C         H         A         E         L                     G          I           B           B         O         N         S 
                                                                                                                                                                                                           
                                                                                                                                                                                                              
                                                                                    Michael Gibbons was born September 5: 1942: In the Maine Eye And Ear Infirmary: Portland: Maine: USA: Michael Gibbons favorite activity as a 
                                                                                    child was reading and playing sports: Michael Gibbons’ first job was as a gofer in an electronics factory: Michael Gibbons’ mother was born in Saint 
                                                                                   George: Quebec: Canada: Michael Gibbons’ father was born in Lowell: Massachusetts: USA: As a child Michael Gibbons lived in Portland: Maine: 
                                                                                  USA: San Diego: California: USA: Lowell: Massachusetts: USA: As a child Michael Gibbons loved the attention of his mother and father: Now: 
                                                                                 Michael Gibbons lives in El Cerrito: California: USA: As an adult Michael Gibbons loves: Working: Writing: Composing Music: Making Love: His 
                                                                                wife: His friends: Sports: Understanding his Self: When Michael Gibbons is working he tries to stop all thoughts and feelings: He depends on his big 
                                                                      deep silent mind                                                                                       to Look: Listen: To                                                                      uch: Taste: Smell: Sense 
                                                                      his entire being:                                                                                       Do his work: Simul                                                                      taneously: Michael Gib 
                                                                     bons strives to d        $   FARE                                                      o everything sponta        $   EXTRAS                             neously from his real 
                                                                            Self: Michael Gi                                                                                       bbons strives to wor                                                                       k with the same gentleness 
                                                                  as he makes love:                                                                                       Michael Gibbons’ f                                                                       avorite animal is his cat 
                                                                 Oona: Michael                                                                                        Gibbons’ favorite i                                                                       dea is composing music 
                                                                from sensing hi                                                                                        s Self: Michael Gib                                                                       bons’ favorite object is 
                                                                   his synthesizer:                                                                                       Michael Gibbons e                                                                       arns his living as a taxi 
                                                              driver in San Fr                         50.60                   ancisco: California                      18.00      : USA: Michael Gibbons 
                                                             finds it easy to c                                                                                        onverse with passe                                                                        ngers from all over the 
                                                                     world as Michael Gibbons is a fan and follower of everything on earth from: Flowers: To: Elephants: To: Cricket: To: Soccer: To: Dogs: To: Cats: To: 
                                                                  Music: To: Trees: To: Work: To: Ireland: To: Gaelic: To: Horses: To: Football: To: Baseball: To: Writing: To: Talking: To: Mountains: To: 
                                                                   Basketball: To: Grape Vines: To: Driving: To: Walking: To: Italian: To: Golf: To: Penny Whistles: To: Hills: To: Valleys: To: Oceans: To Rivers: To: 
                                                                 Restaurants: To: Singing: The aim of the art of Michael Gibbons is to create layers of beauty and warmth as simply as possible: The aim of the life of 
                                                        Michael Gibbons is to love to touch all of life with all of his being: And now I will say farewell to you: And I will sing of another chameleon sporting on 
                                                      mill plaid touch in monomack to merrimac river run over jack and jackie past lowell and lawrence down to wander over field of cricket and puck 
                                                      horsehide and pigskin down charles river salt and pepper bridge between dawn and dark flying taxi talk to the world to drop a ride to go to sfo up post 
                                                     into embarcadero up broadway down van ness to post and powell to climb powell race the cable car up nob hill can't turn left on california go one block 
                                                    farther to sacramento turn left to see the crooked street take a right on taylor climb russian hill turn left on union right on hyde see the steepest street 
                                                   turn right on filbert accelerate into mid air landing half way down the hill to bottom of filbert turn left on leavenworth facing alcatraz island no we’re 
                                                  not near sausalito driving two blocks to foot of lombard the crookedest street in the world take a left on chestnut climb turn left on hyde make illegal u 
                                                 turn go back to lombard turn right and go down the crooked street pausing at montclair terrace to take pictures left on jones right on francisco left on 
                                                columbus for fisherman's wharf past pier 39 to take a left on north point drive by ghirardelli take a left on van ness right on bay right on laguna left on 
                                               marina toward the golden gate take a left on divisidero up to pacific heights left on broadway through the tunnel right on stockton through the tunnel to 
                                              union square down to market cross over fourth turn right on mission right on ninth cross market by city hall take a right on larkin a left on grove a 
                                             right on polk and go by city hall left on mc allister left on gough right on hough left on bough right on mough right on haight to haight ashbury no we’e 
                                            not near the castro sinners left on ashbury all the way to seventeenth left on seventeenth turn your map book right side up right on clayton right onto 
                                           twin peak boulevard right onto portola for the san francisco zoo right on sloat past the sign of doggie diner past the zoo left on great highway over the 
                                          buried giant sewers along the storming pacific toward the airport through daly city to pacifica take the shortcut through south city to the 101 into sfo as the 
                                         international red rubber necks come and go rasping of left coast religious morons code word for intelligent coast now gay lesbian hi tech genetic stock bonds bay 
                                        o’schwarzenegger verbiageeatical stew as bangladesh surprises england and windies demand more of alien taxi and predator cab loving all of life with all of their 
                                              being in the shadow of stately plump thoreau and mc’emerson and o’saadi and last laugh ribbons of gibbons galloping green ribs chortling the fare is $60 too:                                        ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
                                                 | METER |                 | TIME |                   | EXTRAS |                  |  STATE |                   | MADE  IN  USA |                 | FUNCTION |                                      ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

                                                           HIRED                                      TIME   OFF                           VACANT                                                     ______________________________________________  
                                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                                                                             ___________________________________________________ 

  
                                               

                                                                                                             



         THREE: THE FARE ALSO RISES 
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                                                                                              M         I         C         H         A         E         L                     G          I           B           B         O         N         S 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
                                                                                                             Michael Gibbons was born September 5: 1942: In the Maine Eye And Ear Infirmary: Portland: Maine: USA: Michael Gibbons favorite activity as a 
                                                                                                             child was reading and playing sports: Michael Gibbons’ first job was as a gofer in an electronics factory: Michael Gibbons’ mother was born in Saint 
                                                                                                            George: Quebec: Canada: Michael Gibbons’ father was born in Lowell: Massachusetts: USA: As a child Michael Gibbons lived in Portland: Maine: 
                                                                                                           USA: San Diego: California: USA: Lowell: Massachusetts: USA: As a child Michael Gibbons loved the attention of his mother and father: Now: 
                                                                                                          Michael Gibbons lives in El Cerrito: California: USA: As an adult Michael Gibbons loves: Working: Writing: Composing Music: Making Love: His 
                                                                                                         wife: His friends: Sports: Understanding his Self: When Michael Gibbons is working he tries to stop all thoughts and feelings: He depends on his big 
                                                                                          deep silent mind                                                                                       to Look: Listen: To                                                                      uch: Taste: Smell: Sense 
                                                                                          his entire being:                                                                                       Do his work: Simul                                                                      taneously: Michael Gib 
                                                                                         bons strives to d        $   FARE                                                      o everything sponta        $   EXTRAS                             neously from his real 
                                                                                                     Self: Michael Gi                                                                                       bbons strives to wor                                                                       k with the same gentleness 
                                                                                      as he makes love:                                                                                       Michael Gibbons’ f                                                                       avorite animal is his cat 
                                                                                     Oona: Michael                                                                                        Gibbons’ favorite i                                                                       dea is composing music 
                                                                                    from sensing hi                                                                                        s Self: Michael Gib                                                                       bons’ favorite object is 
                                                                                       his synthesizer:                                                                                       Michael Gibbons e                                                                       arns his living as a taxi 
                                                                                  driver in San Fr                         71.00                   ancisco: California                      24.00      : USA: Michael Gibbons 
                                                                                 finds it easy to c                                                                                        onverse with passe                                                                        ngers from all over the 
                                                                                              world as Michael Gibbons is a fan and follower of everything on earth from: Flowers: To: Elephants: To: Cricket: To: Soccer: To: Dogs: To: Cats: To: 
                                                                                           Music: To: Trees: To: Work: To: Ireland: To: Gaelic: To: Horses: To: Football: To: Baseball: To: Writing: To: Talking: To: Mountains: To: 
                                                                                            Basketball: To: Grape Vines: To: Driving: To: Walking: To: Italian: To: Golf: To: Penny Whistles: To: Hills: To: Valleys: To: Oceans: To Rivers: To: 
                                                                                           Restaurants: To: Singing: The aim of the art of Michael Gibbons is to create layers of beauty and warmth as simply as possible: The aim of the life of 
                                                                              Michael Gibbons is to love to touch all of life with all of his being: And now I will say farewell to you: And I will sing of another chameleon sporting on 
                                                                           mill plaid touch in monomack to merrimac river run over jack and jackie past lowell and lawrence down to wander over field of cricket and puck 
                                                                            horsehide and pigskin down charles river salt and pepper bridge between dawn and dark flying taxi talk to the world to drop a ride to go to sfo up post 
                                                                          into embarcadero up broadway down van ness to post and powell to climb powell race the cable car up nob hill can't turn left on california go one block 
                                                                         farther to sacramento turn left to see the crooked street take a right on taylor climb russian hill turn left on union right on hyde see the steepest street 
                                                                        turn right on filbert accelerate into mid air landing half way down the hill to bottom of filbert turn left on leavenworth facing alcatraz island no we’re 
                                                                       not near sausalito driving two blocks to foot of lombard the crookedest street in the world take a left on chestnut climb turn left on hyde make illegal u 
                                                                      turn go back to lombard turn right and go down the crooked street pausing at montclair terrace to take pictures left on jones right on francisco left on 
                                                                     columbus for fisherman's wharf past pier 39 to take a left on north point drive by ghirardelli take a left on van ness right on bay right on laguna left on 
                                                                    marina toward the golden gate take a left on divisidero up to pacific heights left on broadway through the tunnel right on stockton through the tunnel to 
                                                                   union square down to market cross over fourth turn right on mission right on ninth cross market by city hall take a right on larkin a left on grove a 
                                                                  right on polk and go by city hall left on mc allister left on gough right on hough left on bough right on mough right on haight to haight ashbury no we’e 
                                                                 not near the castro sinners left on ashbury all the way to seventeenth left on seventeenth turn your map book right side up right on clayton right onto 
                                                                twin peak boulevard right onto portola for the san francisco zoo right on sloat past the sign of doggie diner past the zoo left on great highway over the 
                                                               buried giant sewers along the storming pacific toward the airport through daly city to pacifica take the shortcut through south city to the 101 into sfo as the 
                                                              international red rubber necks come and go rasping of left coast religious morons code word for intelligent coast now gay lesbian hi tech genetic stock bonds bay 
                                                             o’schwarzenegger verbiageeatical stew as bangladesh surprises england and windies demand more of alien taxi and predator cab loving all of life with all of their 
                                                                       being in the shadow of stately plump thoreau and mc’emerson and o’saadi and last laugh ribbons of gibbons galloping green ribs chortling the fare is $60 too:                                                            ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
                                                                          | METER |                 | TIME |                   | EXTRAS |                   |  STATE |                   | MADE  IN  USA |                 | FUNCTION |                                                           ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

                                                                               HIRED                                      TIME   OFF                           VACANT                                                               ______________________________________________  
                                                                                                                                                                                     
                                                                                                                                                                                                                ___________________________________________________ 

  
                                               

                                                                                                             



         FOUR: TÁ ANN ÓR I IAD ANSIN CNOIC 
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                                                                                                    M         I         C         H         A         E         L                     G          I           B           B         O         N         S 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                                                 Michael Gibbons was born September 5: 1942: In the Maine Eye And Ear Infirmary: Portland: Maine: USA: Michael Gibbons favorite activity as a 
                                                                             child was reading and playing sports: Michael Gibbons’ first job was as a gofer in an electronics factory: Michael Gibbons’ mother was born in Saint 
                                                                                                                                                                                George: Quebec: Canada: Michael Gibbons’ father was born in Lowell: Massachusetts: USA: As a child Michael Gibbons lived in Portland: Maine: 
                                                                            USA: San Diego: California: USA: Lowell: Massachusetts: USA: As a child Michael Gibbons loved the attention of his mother and father: Now: 
                                                                                                                                                                              Michael Gibbons lives in El Cerrito: California: USA: As an adult Michael Gibbons loves: Working: Writing: Composing Music: Making Love: His 
                                                                                                                                      wife: His friends: Sports: Understanding his Self: When Michael Gibbons is working he tries to stop all thoughts and feelings: He depends on his big 
                                                                                                             deep silent mind                                                                                           to Look: Listen: To                                                                      uch: Taste: Smell: Sense 
                                                                                                                  his entire being:                                                                                      Do his work: Simul                                                                                 taneously: Michael Gib 
                                                                                                            bons strives to d             $   FARE                                                     o everything sponta        $   EXTRAS                              neously from his real 
                                                                                                                                  Self: Michael Gi                                                                                       bbons strives to wor                                                                                  k with the same gentleness 
                                                                                                         as he makes love:                                                                                            Michael Gibbons’ f                                                                       avorite animal is his cat 
                                                                                                             Oona: Michael                                                                                        Gibbons’ favorite i                                                                                   dea is composing music 
                                                                                                       from sensing hi                                                                                             s Self: Michael Gib                                                                        bons’ favorite object is 
                                                                                                               his synthesizer:                                                                                       Michael Gibbons e                                                                                   arns his living as a taxi 
                                                                                                     driver in San Fr                              85.15                   ancisco: California                      32.00      :  USA: Michael Gibbons 
                                                                                                         finds it easy to c                                                                                        onverse with passe                                                                                      ngers from all over the 
                                                                                                                     world as Michael Gibbons is a fan and follower of everything on earth from: Flowers: To: Elephants: To: Cricket: To: Soccer: To: Dogs: To: Cats: To: 
                                                                                                                                                                            Music: To: Trees: To: Work: To: Ireland: To: Gaelic: To: Horses: To: Football: To: Baseball: To: Writing: To: Talking: To: Mountains: To: 
                                                    Basketball: To: Grape Vines: To: Driving: To: Walking: To: Italian: To: Golf: To: Penny Whistles: To: Hills: To: Valleys: To: Oceans: To Rivers: To: 
                                                                                                                                                                          Restaurants: To: Singing: The aim of the art of Michael Gibbons is to create layers of beauty and warmth as simply as possible: The aim of the life of 
                                              Michael Gibbons is to love to touch all of life with all of his being: And now I will say farewell to you: And I will sing of another chameleon sporting on 
                                                                                                                                                mill plaid touch in monomack to merrimac river run over jack and jackie past lowell and lawrence down to wander over field of cricket and puck 
                                             horsehide and pigskin down charles river salt and pepper bridge between dawn and dark flying taxi talk to the world to drop a ride to go to sfo up post 
                                                                                                                                               into embarcadero up broadway down van ness to post and powell to climb powell race the cable car up nob hill can't turn left on california go one block 
                                           farther to sacramento turn left to see the crooked street take a right on taylor climb russian hill turn left on union right on hyde see the steepest street 
                                                                                                                                            turn right on filbert accelerate into mid air landing half way down the hill to bottom of filbert turn left on leavenworth facing alcatraz island no we’re 
                                        not near sausalito driving two blocks to foot of lombard the crookedest street in the world take a left on chestnut climb turn left on hyde make illegal u 
                                                                                                                                          turn go back to lombard turn right and go down the crooked street pausing at montclair terrace to take pictures left on jones right on francisco left on 
                                      columbus for fisherman's wharf past pier 39 to take a left on north point drive by ghirardelli take a left on van ness right on bay right on laguna left on 
                                                                                                                                                  marina toward the golden gate take a left on divisidero up to pacific heights left on broadway through the tunnel right on stockton through the tunnel to 
                                    union square down to market cross over fourth turn right on mission right on ninth cross market by city hall take a right on larkin a left on grove a 
                                                                                                                                     right on polk and go by city hall left on mc allister left on gough right on hough left on bough right on mough right on haight to haight ashbury no we’e 
                                  not near the castro sinners left on ashbury all the way to seventeenth left on seventeenth turn your map book right side up right on clayton right onto 
                                                                                                                                    twin peak boulevard right onto portola for the san francisco zoo right on sloat past the sign of doggie diner past the zoo left on great highway over the 
                                buried giant sewers along the storming pacific toward the airport through daly city to pacifica take the shortcut through south city to the 101 into sfo as the 
                                                                                                                                  international red rubber necks come and go rasping of left coast religious morons code word for intelligent coast now gay lesbian hi tech genetic stock bonds bay 
                              o’schwarzenegger verbiageeatical stew as bangladesh surprises england and windies demand more of alien taxi and predator cab loving all of life with all of their 
                                                                                                                                                         being in the shadow of stately plump thoreau and mc’emerson and o’saadi and last laugh ribbons of gibbons galloping green ribs chortling the fare is $60 too:                                                                                                                                            ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
                                                                                                                                                                             / METER /                 / TIME /                  / EXTRAS /                  / STATE /                 / MADE  IN  USA /               / FUNCTION /                                                                                                                                           ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

                                                                                                                                                                                 HIRED                                      TIME   OFF                           VACANT                                                                                                    ______________________________________________  
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       ___________________________________________________ 

  
                                                                                                                                                 

                                                                                                             



           FIVE: NOT JUST LITTLE CABLE CARS CLIMB                                                                                                  HALFWAY                                                                                                     TO THE STARS 

                                                                                                                   z   z   z    z   z   z   z                  z   z   z    z   z   z   z   z      
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

                                                                                                    M         I         C         H         A         E         L                                          G          I           B           B         O         N         S 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
                                                                                                                                                                                 Michael Gibbons was born September 5: 1942:                       In the Maine Eye And Ear Infirmary: Portland: Maine: USA: Michael Gibbons favorite activity as a 
                                                                             child was reading and playing sports: Michael Gibbons’ first job was as a gofer in an electronics factory:                    Michael Gibbons’ mother was born in Saint 
                                                                                                                                                                                George: Quebec: Canada: Michael Gibbons’ fathe           r was born in Lowell: Massachusetts: USA: As a child Michael Gibbons lived in Portland: Maine: 
                                                                            USA: San Diego: California: USA: Lowell: Massachusetts: USA: As a child Michael Gibbons loved the a        ttention of his mother and father: Now: 
                                                                                                                                                                              Michael Gibbons lives in El Cerrito: California: USA   : As an adult Michael Gibbons loves: Working: Writing: Composing Music: Making Love: His 
                                                                                                                                      wife: His friends: Sports: Understanding his Self: When Michael Gibbons is  working he tries to stop all thoughts and feelings: He depends on his big 
                                                                                                             deep silent mind                                                                                           to Look: List  en: To                                                                      uch: Taste: Smell: Sense 
                                                                                                                  his entire being:                                                                                      Do his work: Simul                                                                                 taneously: Michael Gib 
                                                                                                            bons strives to d             $   FARE                                                     o everything sponta        $   EXTRAS                              neously from his real 
                                                                                                                                  Self: Michael Gi                                                                                       bbons strives to wor                                                                                  k with the same gentleness 
                                                                                                         as he makes love:                                                                                            Michael Gibbons’ f                                                                       avorite animal is his cat 
                                                                                                             Oona: Michael                                                                                        Gibbons’ favorite i                                                                                   dea is composing music 
                                                                                                       from sensing hi                                                                                             s Self: Michael Gib                                                                        bons’ favorite object is 
                                                                                                               his synthesizer:                                                                                       Michael Gibbons e                                                                                   arns his living as a taxi 
                                                                                                     driver in San Fr                      105.10                   ancisco: California                      43.00      :  USA: Michael Gibbons 
                                                                                                         finds it easy to c                                                                                        onverse with passe                                                                                      ngers from all over the 
                                                                                                                     world as Michael Gibbons is a fan and follower of everything on earth from: Flo       wers: To: Elephants: To: Cricket: To: Soccer: To: Dogs: To: Cats: To: 
                                                                                                                                                                            Music: To: Trees: To: Work: To: Ireland: T        o: Gaelic: To: Horses: To: Football: To: Baseball: To: Writing: To: Talking: To: Mountains: To: 
                                                    Basketball: To: Grape Vines: To: Driving: To: Walking: To: Italian: To: Golf: To: Penny Whistles: To: Hills: To: Va          lleys: To: Oceans: To Rivers: To: 
                                                                                                                                                                        Restaurants: To: Singing: The aim of the art of M           ichael Gibbons is to create layers of beauty and warmth as simply as possible: The aim of the life of 
                                             Michael Gibbons is to love to touch all of life with all of his being: And now I will say farewell to you: And I will sing o            f another chameleon sporting on 
                                                                                                                                               mill plaid touch in monomack to merrimac riv           er run over jack and jackie past lowell and lawrence down to wander over field of cricket and puck 
                                             horsehide and pigskin down charles river salt and pepper bridge between dawn and dark flying taxi talk to the world              to drop a ride to go to sfo up post 
                                                                                                                                              into embarcadero up broadway down van ness to              post and powell to climb powell race the cable car up nob hill can't turn left on california go one block 
                                           farther to sacramento turn left to see the crooked street take a right on taylor climb russian hill turn left on union rig               ht on hyde see the steepest street 
                                                                                                                                            turn right on filbert accelerate into mid air landin               g half way down the hill to bottom of filbert turn left on leavenworth facing alcatraz island no we’re 
                                        not near sausalito driving two blocks to foot of lombard the crookedest street in the world take a left on chestnut climb                turn left on hyde make illegal u 
                                                                                                                                         turn go back to lombard turn right and go down th                 e crooked street pausing at montclair terrace to take pictures left on jones right on francisco left on 
                                      columbus for fisherman's wharf past pier 39 to take a left on north point drive by ghirardelli take a left on van ness righ                  t on bay right on laguna left on 
                                                                                                                                                 marina toward the golden gate take a left on divisid                  ero up to pacific heights left on broadway through the tunnel right on stockton through the tunnel to 
                                    union square down to market cross over fourth turn right on mission right on ninth cross market by city hall take a r                  ight on larkin a left on grove a 
                                                                                                                                     right on polk and go by city hall left on mc allister le                    ft on gough right on hough left on bough right on mough right on haight to haight ashbury no we’e 
                                  not near the castro sinners left on ashbury all the way to seventeenth left on seventeenth turn your map book right side u                   p right on clayton right onto 
                                                                                                                                    twin peak boulevard right onto portola for the san fr                    ancisco zoo right on sloat past the sign of doggie diner past the zoo left on great highway over the 
                                buried giant sewers along the storming pacific toward the airport through daly city to pacifica take the shortcut through sout                     h city to the 101 into sfo as the 
                                                                                                                                  international red rubber necks come and go rasping of le                        ft coast religious morons code word for intelligent coast now gay lesbian hi tech genetic stock bonds bay 
                              o’schwarzenegger verbiageeatical stew as bangladesh surprises england and windies demand more of alien taxi and predator cab lo                        ving all of life with all of their 
                                                                                                                                                         being in the shadow of stately plump thoreau and mc’eme                         rson and o’saadi and last laugh ribbons of gibbons galloping green ribs chortling the fare is $60 too:                                                                                                                                            ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
                                                                                                                                                                             / METER /                 / TIME /                  / EXTRAS /                  / STATE /                 / MADE  IN  USA /               / FUNCTION /                                                                                                                                           ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

                                                                                                                                                                                 HIRED                                      TIME   OFF                           VACANT                                                                                                    ______________________________________________  
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       ___________________________________________________ 

  
                                                                                                                                                 

                                                                                                             



       SEVIL  GNOKUW NUS  :XIS 

  
                                                                                    

                                                                                                             
                                                                                            _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
                                                                                                                | RETEM |               | EMIT |                 | SARTXE |                 | ETATS |                | ASU IN EDAM  |               | NOITCNUF |                                                                                           ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

                                                                                                       DERIH                                      EMIT   FFO                           TNACAV                                                                            ______________________________________________  
                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   ___________________________________________________ 
                                                                                                                                                       Michael Gibbons was born September 5: 1942: In the Maine Eye And Ear Infirmary: Portland: Maine: USA: Michael Gibbons favorite activity as a 
                                                                                                                                                      child was reading and playing sports: Michael Gibbons’ first job was as a gofer in an electronics factory: Michael Gibbons’ mother was born in Saint 
                                                                                                                                                      George: Quebec: Canada: Michael Gibbons’ father was born in Lowell: Massachusetts: USA: As a child Michael Gibbons lived in Portland: Maine: 
                                                                                                                                                     USA: San Diego: California: USA: Lowell: Massachusetts: USA: As a child Michael Gibbons loved the attention of his mother and father: Now: 
                                                                                                                                                   Michael Gibbons lives in El Cerrito: California: USA: As an adult Michael Gibbons loves: Working: Writing: Composing Music: Making Love: His 
                                                                                                                                                  wife: His friends: Sports: Understanding his Self: When Michael Gibbons is working he tries to stop all thoughts and feelings: He depends on his big 
                                                                                                                            deep silent mind                                                                                    to Look: Listen: To                                                                         uch: Taste: Smell: Sense 
                                                                                                                           his entire being:                                                                                   Do his work: Simul                                                                        taneously: Michael Gib 
                                                                                                                            bons strives to d        ERAF   $                                                    o everything sponta        SARTXE   $                               neously from his real 
                                                                                                                                            Self: Michael Gi                                                                                       bbons strives to wor                                                                       k with the same gentleness 
                                                                                                                        as he makes love:                                                                                       Michael Gibbons’ f                                                                       avorite animal is his cat 
                                                                                                                       Oona: Michael                                                                                        Gibbons’ favorite i                                                                       dea is composing music 
                                                                                                                  from sensing hi                                                                                         s Self: Michael Gib                                                                      bons’ favorite object is 
                                                                                                                   his synthesizer:                                                                                         Michael Gibbons e                                                                    arns his living as a taxi 
                                                                                                                driver in San Fr                01.421                     ancisco: California                      00.66   : USA: Michael Gibbons 
                                                                                                               finds it easy to c                                                                                          onverse with passe                                                                     ngers from all over the 
                                                                                                                                   world as Michael Gibbons is a fan and follower of everything on earth from: Flowers: To: Elephants: To: Cricket: To: Soccer: To: Dogs: To: Cats: To: 
                                                                                                                                Music: To: Trees: To: Work: To: Ireland: To: Gaelic: To: Horses: To: Football: To: Baseball: To: Writing: To: Talking: To: Mountains: To: 
                                  Basketball: To: Grape Vines: To: Driving: To: Walking: To: Italian: To: Golf: To: Penny Whistles: To: Hills: To: Va                                                        lleys: To: Oceans: To Rivers: To: 
                                                                                                                                                      Restaurants: To: Singing: The aim of the art of M                                                        ichael Gibbons is to create layers of beauty and warmth as simply as possible: The aim of the life of 
                              Michael Gibbons is to love to touch all of life with all of his being: And now I will say farewell to you: And I will sing o                                                f another chameleon sporting on 
                                                                                                                               mill plaid touch in monomack to merrimac riv                                              er run over jack and jackie past lowell and lawrence down to wander over field of cricket and puck 
                             horsehide and pigskin down charles river salt and pepper bridge between dawn and dark flying taxi talk to the world                                              to drop a ride to go to sfo up post 
                                                                                                                               into embarcadero up broadway down van ness to                                              post and powell to climb powell race the cable car up nob hill can't turn left on california go one block 
                            farther to sacramento turn left to see the crooked street take a right on taylor climb russian hill turn left on union rig                                              ht on hyde see the steepest street 
                                                                                                                             turn right on filbert accelerate into mid air landin                                             g half way down the hill to bottom of filbert turn left on leavenworth facing alcatraz island no we’re 
                         not near sausalito driving two blocks to foot of lombard the crookedest street in the world take a left on chestnut climb                                             turn left on hyde make illegal u 
                                                                                                                          turn go back to lombard turn right and go down th                                            e crooked street pausing at montclair terrace to take pictures left on jones right on francisco left on 
                       columbus for fisherman's wharf past pier 39 to take a left on north point drive by ghirardelli take a left on van ness righ                                            t on bay right on laguna left on 
                                                                                                                                  marina toward the golden gate take a left on divisid                                           ero up to pacific heights left on broadway through the tunnel right on stockton through the tunnel to 
                     union square down to market cross over fourth turn right on mission right on ninth cross market by city hall take a r                                                                                     ight on larkin a left on grove a 
                                             right on polk and go by city hall left on mc allister le                                                                                                                   ft on gough right on hough left on bough right on mough right on haight to haight ashbury no we’e 
                    not near the castro sinners left on ashbury all the way to seventeenth left on seventeenth turn your map book right side u                                        p right on clayton right onto 
                                                                                                                     twin peak boulevard right onto portola for the san fr                                       ancisco zoo right on sloat past the sign of doggie diner past the zoo left on great highway over the 
                 buried giant sewers along the storming pacific toward the airport through daly city to pacifica take the shortcut through sout                                       h city to the 101 into sfo as the 
                                                                                                                   international red rubber necks come and go rasping of le                                        ft coast religious morons code word for intelligent coast now gay lesbian hi tech genetic stock bonds bay 
               o’schwarzenegger verbiageeatical stew as bangladesh surprises england and windies demand more of alien taxi and predator cab lo                                      ving all of life with all of their 
                                                                                                                                      being in the shadow of stately plump thoreau and mc’eme                                             rson and o’saadi and last laugh ribbons of gibbons galloping green ribs chortling the fare is $60 too: 

                                                                                                                                  z   z   z    z   z   z   z    z   z   z    z   z   z   z   z      
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

                                                                                                                                                           S        N      Ó       B         B         I        G                          L        E         A         H         C        I         M 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                



       SEVIL  SEMREH  : NEVES 

  
                                                                                    

                                                                                                             
                                                                                            _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
                                                                                                                | RETEM |               | EMIT |                 | SARTXE |                 | ETATS |                | ASU IN EDAM  |               | NOITCNUF |                                                                                           ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

                                                                                                       DERIH                                      EMIT   FFO                           TNACAV                                                                            ______________________________________________  
                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   ___________________________________________________ 
                                                                                                                                                       Michael Gibbons was born September 5: 1942: In the Maine Eye And Ear Infirmary: Portland: Maine: USA: Michael Gibbons favorite activity as a 
                                                                                                                                                      child was reading and playing sports: Michael Gibbons’ first job was as a gofer in an electronics factory: Michael Gibbons’ mother was born in Saint 
                                                                                                                                                      George: Quebec: Canada: Michael Gibbons’ father was born in Lowell: Massachusetts: USA: As a child Michael Gibbons lived in Portland: Maine: 
                                                                                                                                                     USA: San Diego: California: USA: Lowell: Massachusetts: USA: As a child Michael Gibbons loved the attention of his mother and father: Now: 
                                                                                                                                                   Michael Gibbons lives in El Cerrito: California: USA: As an adult Michael Gibbons loves: Working: Writing: Composing Music: Making Love: His 
                                                                                                                                                  wife: His friends: Sports: Understanding his Self: When Michael Gibbons is working he tries to stop all thoughts and feelings: He depends on his big 
                                                                                                                            deep silent mind                                                                                    to Look: Listen: To                                                                         uch: Taste: Smell: Sense 
                                                                                                                           his entire being:                                                                                   Do his work: Simul                                                                        taneously: Michael Gib 
                                                                                                                            bons strives to d        ERAF   $                                                    o everything sponta        SARTXE   $                               neously from his real 
                                                                                                                                            Self: Michael Gi                                                                                       bbons strives to wor                                                                       k with the same gentleness 
                                                                                                                        as he makes love:                                                                                       Michael Gibbons’ f                                                                       avorite animal is his cat 
                                                                                                                       Oona: Michael                                                                                        Gibbons’ favorite i                                                                       dea is composing music 
                                                                                                                  from sensing hi                                                                                         s Self: Michael Gib                                                                      bons’ favorite object is 
                                                                                                                   his synthesizer:                                                                                         Michael Gibbons e                                                                    arns his living as a taxi 
                                                                                                                driver in San Fr                01.821                     ancisco: California                      00.66   : USA: Michael Gibbons 
                                                                                                               finds it easy to c                                                                                          onverse with passe                                                                     ngers from all over the 
                                                                                                                                   world as Michael Gibbons is a fan and follower of everything on earth from: Flowers: To: Elephants: To: Cricket: To: Soccer: To: Dogs: To: Cats: To: 
                                                                                                                                Music: To: Trees: To: Work: To: Ireland: To: Gaelic: To: Horses: To: Football: To: Baseball: To: Writing: To: Talking: To: Mountains: To: 
                                  Basketball: To: Grape Vines: To: Driving: To: Walking: To: Italian: To: Golf: To: Penny Whistles: To: Hills: To: Va                                                        lleys: To: Oceans: To Rivers: To: 
                                                                                                                                                      Restaurants: To: Singing: The aim of the art of M                                                        ichael Gibbons is to create layers of beauty and warmth as simply as possible: The aim of the life of 
                              Michael Gibbons is to love to touch all of life with all of his being: And now I will say farewell to you: And I will sing o                                                f another chameleon sporting on 
                                                                                                                               mill plaid touch in monomack to merrimac riv                                              er run over jack and jackie past lowell and lawrence down to wander over field of cricket and puck 
                             horsehide and pigskin down charles river salt and pepper bridge between dawn and dark flying taxi talk to the world                                              to drop a ride to go to sfo up post 
                                                                                                                               into embarcadero up broadway down van ness to                                              post and powell to climb powell race the cable car up nob hill can't turn left on california go one block 
                            farther to sacramento turn left to see the crooked street take a right on taylor climb russian hill turn left on union rig                                              ht on hyde see the steepest street 
                                                                                                                             turn right on filbert accelerate into mid air landin                                             g half way down the hill to bottom of filbert turn left on leavenworth facing alcatraz island no we’re 
                         not near sausalito driving two blocks to foot of lombard the crookedest street in the world take a left on chestnut climb                                             turn left on hyde make illegal u 
                                                   turn go back to lombard turn right and go down th                                                                                                                   e crooked street pausing at montclair terrace to take pictures left on jones right on francisco left on 
                       columbus for fisherman's wharf past pier 39 to take a left on north point drive by ghirardelli take a left on van ness righ                                                                                      t on bay right on laguna left on 
                                                marina toward the golden gate take a left on divisid                                                                                                                   ero up to pacific heights left on broadway through the tunnel right on stockton through the tunnel to 
                     union square down to market cross over fourth turn right on mission right on ninth cross market by city hall take a r                                                                                   ight on larkin a left on grove a 
                                             right on polk and go by city hall left on mc allister le                                                                                                                   ft on gough right on hough left on bough right on mough right on haight to haight ashbury no we’e 
                    not near the castro sinners left on ashbury all the way to seventeenth left on seventeenth turn your map book right side u                                                                               p right on clayton right onto 
                                                                                                                     twin peak boulevard right onto portola for the san fr                                       ancisco zoo right on sloat past the sign of doggie diner past the zoo left on great highway over the 
                 buried giant sewers along the storming pacific toward the airport through daly city to pacifica take the shortcut through sout                                       h city to the 101 into sfo as the 
                                                                                                                   international red rubber necks come and go rasping of le                                        ft coast religious morons code word for intelligent coast now gay lesbian hi tech genetic stock bonds bay 
               o’schwarzenegger verbiageeatical stew as bangladesh surprises england and windies demand more of alien taxi and predator cab lo                                      ving all of life with all of their 
                                                                                                                                      being in the shadow of stately plump thoreau and mc’eme                                             rson and o’saadi and last laugh ribbons of gibbons galloping green ribs chortling the fare is $60 too: 

                                                                                                                                  z   z   z    z   z   z   z    z   z   z    z   z   z   z   z      
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

                                                                                                                                                           S        N      Ó       B         B         I        G                          L        E         A         H         C        I         M 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                



       

  
                                                                                    

                                                                                                             
                                                                                            _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
                                                                                                                | RETEM |               | EMIT |                 | SARTXE |                 | ETATS |                | ASU IN EDAM  |               | NOITCNUF |                                                                                           

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

                                                                                                       DERIH                                      EMIT   FFO                           TNACAV                                                                            ______________________________________________                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   ___________________________________________________ 
                                                                                                                                                       Michael Gibbons was born September 5: 1942: In the Maine Eye And Ear Infirmary: Portland: Maine: USA: Michael Gibbons favorite activity as a 
                                                                                                                                                      child was reading and playing sports: Michael Gibbons’ first job was as a gofer in an electronics factory: Michael Gibbons’ mother was born in Saint 
                                                                                                                                                      George: Quebec: Canada: Michael Gibbons’ father was born in Lowell: Massachusetts: USA: As a child Michael Gibbons lived in Portland: Maine: 
                                                                                                                                                     USA: San Diego: California: USA: Lowell: Massachusetts: USA: As a child Michael Gibbons loved the attention of his mother and father: Now: 
                                                                                                                                                    Michael Gibbons lives in El Cerrito: California: USA: As an adult Michael Gibbons loves: Working: Writing: Composing Music: Making Love: His 
                                                                                                                                                  wife: His friends: Sports: Understanding his Self: When Michael Gibbons is working he tries to stop all thoughts and feelings: He depends on his big 
                                                                                                                            deep silent mind                                                                                    to Look: Listen: To                                                                         uch: Taste: Smell: Sense 
                                                                                                                           his entire being:                                                                                   Do his work: Simul                                                                        taneously: Michael Gib 
                                                                                                                            bons strives to d        ERAF   $                                                    o everything sponta        SARTXE   $                               neously from his real 
                                                                                                                                            Self: Michael Gi                                                                                       bbons strives to wor                                                                       k with the same gentleness 
                                                                                                                        as he makes love:                                                                                       Michael Gibbons’ f                                                                       avorite animal is his cat 
                                                                                                                       Oona: Michael                                                                                        Gibbons’ favorite i                                                                       dea is composing music 
                                                                                                                  from sensing hi                                                                                         s Self: Michael Gib                                                                      bons’ favorite object is 
                                                                                                                   his synthesizer:                                                                                         Michael Gibbons e                                                                    arns his living as a taxi 
                                                                                                                driver in San Fr                01.131                     ancisco: California                      00.66   : USA: Michael Gibbons 
                                                                                                               finds it easy to c                                                                                          onverse with passe                                                                     ngers from all over the 
                                                                                                                                   world as Michael Gibbons is a fan and follower of everything on earth from: Flowers: To: Elephants: To: Cricket: To: Soccer: To: Dogs: To: Cats: To: 
                                                                                                                                Music: To: Trees: To: Work: To: Ireland: To: Gaelic: To: Horses: To: Football: To: Baseball: To: Writing: To: Talking: To: Mountains: To: 
                                  Basketball: To: Grape Vines: To: Driving: To: Walking: To: Italian: To: Golf: To: Penny Whistles: To: Hills: To: Va                                                        lleys: To: Oceans: To Rivers: To: 
                                                                                                                                                      Restaurants: To: Singing: The aim of the art of M                                                        ichael Gibbons is to create layers of beauty and warmth as simply as possible: The aim of the life of 
                              Michael Gibbons is to love to touch all of life with all of his being: And now I will say farewell to you: And I will sing o                                                f another chameleon sporting on 
                                                                                                                               mill plaid touch in monomack to merrimac riv                                              er run over jack and jackie past lowell and lawrence down to wander over field of cricket and puck 
                             horsehide and pigskin down charles river salt and pepper bridge between dawn and dark flying taxi talk to the world                                              to drop a ride to go to sfo up post 
                                                                                                                               into embarcadero up broadway down van ness to                                              post and powell to climb powell race the cable car up nob hill can't turn left on california go one block 
                            farther to sacramento turn left to see the crooked street take a right on taylor climb russian hill turn left on union rig                                              ht on hyde see the steepest street 
                                     turn right on filbert accelerate into mid air landin                                                                                                                                     g half way down the hill to bottom of filbert turn left on leavenworth facing alcatraz island no we’re 
                         not near sausalito driving two blocks to foot of lombard the crookedest street in the world take a left on chestnut climb                                                                                                               turn left on hyde make illegal u 
                                        turn go back to lombard turn right and go down th                                                                                                                               e crooked street pausing at montclair terrace to take pictures left on jones right on francisco left on 
                       columbus for fisherman's wharf past pier 39 to take a left on north point drive by ghirardelli take a left on van ness righ                                                                                                               t on bay right on laguna left on 
                                           marina toward the golden gate take a left on divisid                                                                                                                         ero up to pacific heights left on broadway through the tunnel right on stockton through the tunnel to 
                     union square down to market cross over fourth turn right on mission right on ninth cross market by city hall take a r                                                                                           ight on larkin a left on grove a 
                                            right on polk and go by city hall left on mc allister le                                                                                                                    ft on gough right on hough left on bough right on mough right on haight to haight ashbury no we’e 
                    not near the castro sinners left on ashbury all the way to seventeenth left on seventeenth turn your map book right side u                                                                                   p right on clayton right onto 
                                                                                                                     twin peak boulevard right onto portola for the san fr                                       ancisco zoo right on sloat past the sign of doggie diner past the zoo left on great highway over the 
                 buried giant sewers along the storming pacific toward the airport through daly city to pacifica take the shortcut through sout                                       h city to the 101 into sfo as the 
                                                                                                                   international red rubber necks come and go rasping of le                                        ft coast religious morons code word for intelligent coast now gay lesbian hi tech genetic stock bonds bay 
               o’schwarzenegger verbiageeatical stew as bangladesh surprises england and windies demand more of alien taxi and predator cab lo                                      ving all of life with all of their 
                                                                                                                                      being in the shadow of stately plump thoreau and mc’eme                                             rson and o’saadi and last laugh ribbons of gibbons galloping green ribs chortling the fare is $60 too: 

                                                                                                                                  z   z   z    z   z   z   z    z   z   z    z   z   z   z   z                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

                                                                                                                                                         S        N      Ó      B         B         I        G                          L        E         A         H         C        I         M                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

  
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       EIGHT:   LOKI    LIVES   



       SEVIL  AKOOP  : ENIN  

  
                                                                                    

                                                                                                             
                                                                                            _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
                                                                                                                | RETEM |               | EMIT |                 | SARTXE |                 | ETATS |                | ASU IN EDAM  |               | NOITCNUF |                                                                                           ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

                                                                                                       DERIH                                      EMIT   FFO                           TNACAV                                                                            ______________________________________________  
                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   ___________________________________________________ 
                                                                                                                                                       Michael Gibbons was born September 5: 1942: In the Maine Eye And Ear Infirmary: Portland: Maine: USA: Michael Gibbons favorite activity as a 
                                                                                                                                                      child was reading and playing sports: Michael Gibbons’ first job was as a gofer in an electronics factory: Michael Gibbons’ mother was born in Saint 
                                                                                                                                                      George: Quebec: Canada: Michael Gibbons’ father was born in Lowell: Massachusetts: USA: As a child Michael Gibbons lived in Portland: Maine: 
                                                                                                                                                     USA: San Diego: California: USA: Lowell: Massachusetts: USA: As a child Michael Gibbons loved the attention of his mother and father: Now: 
                                                                                                                                                   Michael Gibbons lives in El Cerrito: California: USA: As an adult Michael Gibbons loves: Working: Writing: Composing Music: Making Love: His 
                                                                                                                                                  wife: His friends: Sports: Understanding his Self: When Michael Gibbons is working he tries to stop all thoughts and feelings: He depends on his big 
                                                                                                                            deep silent mind                                                                                    to Look: Listen: To                                                                         uch: Taste: Smell: Sense 
                                                                                                                           his entire being:                                                                                   Do his work: Simul                                                                        taneously: Michael Gib 
                                                                                                                            bons strives to d        ERAF   $                                                    o everything sponta        SARTXE   $                               neously from his real 
                                                                                                                                            Self: Michael Gi                                                                                       bbons strives to wor                                                                       k with the same gentleness 
                                                                                                                        as he makes love:                                                                                       Michael Gibbons’ f                                                                       avorite animal is his cat 
                                                                                                                       Oona: Michael                                                                                        Gibbons’ favorite i                                                                       dea is composing music 
                                                                                                                  from sensing hi                                                                                         s Self: Michael Gib                                                                      bons’ favorite object is 
                                                                                                                   his synthesizer:                                                                                         Michael Gibbons e                                                                    arns his living as a taxi 
                                                                                                                driver in San Fr                55.431                     ancisco: California                      00.66   : USA: Michael Gibbons 
                                                                                                               finds it easy to c                                                                                          onverse with passe                                                                     ngers from all over the 
                                                                                                                                   world as Michael Gibbons is a fan and follower of everything on earth from: Flowers: To: Elephants: To: Cricket: To: Soccer: To: Dogs: To: Cats: To: 
                                                                                                                                Music: To: Trees: To: Work: To: Ireland: To: Gaelic: To: Horses: To: Football: To: Baseball: To: Writing: To: Talking: To: Mountains: To: 
                                  Basketball: To: Grape Vines: To: Driving: To: Walking: To: Italian: To: Golf: To: Penny Whistles: To: Hills: To: Va                                                        lleys: To: Oceans: To Rivers: To: 
                                                                                                                                                      Restaurants: To: Singing: The aim of the art of M                                                        ichael Gibbons is to create layers of beauty and warmth as simply as possible: The aim of the life of 
                              Michael Gibbons is to love to touch all of life with all of his being: And now I will say farewell to you: And I will sing o                                                f another chameleon sporting on 
                                                                                                                               mill plaid touch in monomack to merrimac riv                                              er run over jack and jackie past lowell and lawrence down to wander over field of cricket and puck 
                             horsehide and pigskin down charles river salt and pepper bridge between dawn and dark flying taxi talk to the world                                              to drop a ride to go to sfo up post 
                                                                                                                               into embarcadero up broadway down van ness to                                              post and powell to climb powell race the cable car up nob hill can't turn left on california go one block 
                            farther to sacramento turn left to see the crooked street take a right on taylor climb russian hill turn left on union rig                                              ht on hyde see the steepest street 
                                                                                                                             turn right on filbert accelerate into mid air landin                                             g half way down the hill to bottom of filbert turn left on leavenworth facing alcatraz island no we’re 
                         not near sausalito driving two blocks to foot of lombard the crookedest street in the world take a left on chestnut climb                                             turn left on hyde make illegal u 
                                       turn go back to lombard turn right and go down th                                                                                                                               e crooked street pausing at montclair terrace to take pictures left on jones right on francisco left on 
                       columbus for fisherman's wharf past pier 39 to take a left on north point drive by ghirardelli take a left on van ness righ                                                                                                 t on bay right on laguna left on 
                                             marina toward the golden gate take a left on divisid                                                                                                                      ero up to pacific heights left on broadway through the tunnel right on stockton through the tunnel to 
                    union square down to market cross over fourth turn right on mission right on ninth cross market by city hall take a r                                                                                        ight on larkin a left on grove a 
                                                                                                                      right on polk and go by city hall left on mc allister le                                          ft on gough right on hough left on bough right on mough right on haight to haight ashbury no we’e 
                    not near the castro sinners left on ashbury all the way to seventeenth left on seventeenth turn your map book right side                                        p right on clayton right onto 
                                                                                                                     twin peak boulevard right onto portola for the san fr                                        ancisco zoo right on sloat past the sign of doggie diner past the zoo left on great highway over the 
                 buried giant sewers along the storming pacific toward the airport through daly city to pacifica take the shortcut through sout                                       h city to the 101 into sfo as the 
                                                                                                                   international red rubber necks come and go rasping of le                                        ft coast religious morons code word for intelligent coast now gay lesbian hi tech genetic stock bonds bay 
               o’schwarzenegger verbiageeatical stew as bangladesh surprises england and windies demand more of alien taxi and predator cab lo                                      ving all of life with all of their 
                                                                                                                                      being in the shadow of stately plump thoreau and mc’eme                                             rson and o’saadi and last laugh ribbons of gibbons galloping green ribs chortling the fare is $60 too: 

                                                                                                                                  z   z   z    z   z   z   z    z   z   z    z   z   z   z   z      
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                                                                                                               ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
                                                                                                                                        being in the shadow of stately plump thoreau and mc’emerson and o’saadi and last laugh ribbons of gibbons galloping green ribs chortling the fare is $60 too: 
                                                                                                                   o’schwarzenegger verbiageeatical stew as bangladesh surprises england and windies demand more of alien taxi and predator cab loving all of life with all of their 
                                                                                                                     international red rubber necks come and go rasping of left coast religious morons code word for intelligent coast now gay lesbian hi tech genetic stock bonds bay 
                                                                                                                      buried giant sewers along the storming pacific toward the airport through daly city to pacifica take the shortcut through south city to the 101 into sfo as the 
                                                                                                                        twin peak boulevard right onto portola for the san francisco zoo right on sloat past the sign of doggie diner past the zoo left on great highway over the 
                                                                                                                          not near the castro sinners left on ashbury all the way to seventeenth left on seventeenth turn your map book right side up right on clayton right onto 
                                                                                                                                                                             right on polk and go by city hall left on mc allister left on gough right on hough left on bough right on mough right on haight to haight ashbury no we’e 
                                                                                                                              union square down to market cross over fourth turn right on mission right on ninth cross market by city hall take a right on larkin a left on grove a 
                                                                         marina toward the golden gate take a left on divisidero up to pacific heights left on broadway through the tunnel right on stockton through the tunnel to 
                                                                                                                                 columbus for fisherman's wharf past pier 39 to take a left on north point drive by ghirardelli take a left on van ness right on bay right on laguna left on 
                                                                                                                                    turn go back to lombard turn right and go down the crooked street pausing at montclair terrace to take pictures left on jones right on francisco left on 
                                                                                                                                      not near sausalito driving two blocks to foot of lombard the crookedest street in the world take a left on chestnut climb turn left on hyde make illegal u 
                                                                                                                                        turn right on filbert accelerate into mid air landing half way down the hill to bottom of filbert turn left on leavenworth facing alcatraz island no we’re 
                                                                                                                                          farther to sacramento turn left to see the crooked street take a right on taylor climb russian hill turn left on union right on hyde see the steepest street 
                                                                                                                                            into embarcadero up broadway down van ness to post and powell to climb powell race the cable car up nob hill can't turn left on california go one block 
                                                                                                                                              horsehide and pigskin down charles river salt and pepper bridge between dawn and dark flying taxi talk to the world to drop a ride to go to sfo up post 
                                                                                                                                              mill plaid touch in monomack to merrimac river run over jack and jackie past lowell and lawrence down to wander over field of cricket and puck 
                                                                                                                                                    Michael Gibbons is to love to touch all of life with all of his being: And now I will say farewell to you: And I will sing of another chameleon sporting on 
                                                                                                                                                                            Restaurants: To: Singing: The aim of the art of Michael Gibbons is to create layers of beauty and warmth as simply as possible: The aim of the life of 
                                                                                                                                                                             Basketball: To: Grape Vines: To: Driving: To: Walking: To: Italian: To: Golf: To: Penny Whistles: To: Hills: To: Valleys: To: Oceans: To Rivers: To: 
                                                                                                                                                                           Music: To: Trees: To: Work: To: Ireland: To: Gaelic: To: Horses: To: Football: To: Baseball: To: Writing: To: Talking: To: Mountains: To: 
                                                                                                                                                                              world as Michael Gibbons is a fan and follower of everything on earth from: Flowers: To: Elephants: To: Cricket: To: Soccer: To: Dogs: To: Cats: To: 
                                                                                                                                                      finds it easy to c                                                                                        onverse with passe                                                                       ngers from all over the 
                                                                                                                                                    driver in San Fr                                                                                        ancisco: California                                                                      : USA: Michael Gibbons 
                                                                                                                                                       his synthesizer:                                                                                       Michael Gibbons e                                                                      arns his living as a taxi 
                                                                                                                                                  from sensing hi                                                                                        s Self: Michael Gib                                                                       bons’ favorite object is 
                                                                                                                                                 Oona: Michael                         54.831          Gibbons’ favorite i                     00.96       dea is composing music 
                                                                                                                                               as he makes love:                                                                                        Michael Gibbons’ f                                                                       avorite animal is his cat 
                                                                                                                                                                     Self: Michael Gi                                                                                        bbons strives to wor                                                                       k with the same gentleness 
                                                                                                                                             bons strives to d        ERAF   $                                                      o everything sponta        SARTXE   $                             neously from his real 
                                                                                                                                            his entire being:                                                                                       Do his work: Simul                                                                      taneously: Michael Gib 
                                                                                                                                        deep silent mind                                                                                       to Look: Listen: To                                                                      uch: Taste: Smell: Sense 
                                                                                                                                                                wife: His friends: Sports: Understanding his Self: When Michael Gibbons is working he tries to stop all thoughts and feelings: He depends on his big 
                                                                                                                                                               Michael Gibbons lives in El Cerrito: California: USA: As an adult Michael Gibbons loves: Working: Writing: Composing Music: Making Love: His 
                                                                                                                                                             USA: San Diego: California: USA: Lowell: Massachusetts: USA: As a child Michael Gibbons loved the attention of his mother and father: Now: 
                                                                                                                                                            George: Quebec: Canada: Michael Gibbons’ father was born in Lowell: Massachusetts: USA: As a child Michael Gibbons lived in Portland: Maine: 
                                                                                                                                                          child was reading and playing sports: Michael Gibbons’ first job was as a gofer in an electronics factory: Michael Gibbons’ mother was born in Saint 
                                                                                                                                                         Michael Gibbons was born September 5: 1942: In the Maine Eye And Ear Infirmary: Portland: Maine: USA: Michael Gibbons favorite activity as a 
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                                                                                                                         ELEVEN: WHILST THE FARE GAZES QUIETLY                        THE FARE BLAZES MIGHTILY 
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                                                                                                                                                                                  M         I         C         H         A         E         L                     G          I           B           B         O         N         S 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
                                                                                                                                                                               Michael Gibbons was born September 5: 1942: In the Maine Eye And Ear Infirmary: Portland: Maine: USA: Michael Gibbons favorite activity as a 
                                                                                                                                                                               child was reading and playing sports: Michael Gibbons’ first job was as a gofer in an electronics factory: Michael Gibbons’ mother was born in Saint 
                                                                                                                                                                              George: Quebec: Canada: Michael Gibbons’ father was born in Lowell: Massachusetts: USA: As a child Michael Gibbons lived in Portland: Maine: 
                                                                                                                                                                             USA: San Diego: California: USA: Lowell: Massachusetts: USA: As a child Michael Gibbons loved the attention of his mother and father: Now: 
                                                                                                                                                                            Michael Gibbons lives in El Cerrito: California: USA: As an adult Michael Gibbons loves: Working: Writing: Composing Music: Making Love: His 
                                                                                                                                                                           wife: His friends: Sports: Understanding his Self: When Michael Gibbons is working he tries to stop all thoughts and feelings: He depends on his big 
                                                                                                                                                deep silent mind                                                                                       to Look: Listen: To                                                                      uch: Taste: Smell: Sense 
                                                                                                                                                 his entire being:                                                                                       Do his work: Simul                                                                     taneously: Michael Gib 
                                                                                                                                                bons strives to d        $   FARE                                                     o everything sponta        $   EXTRAS                            neously from his real 
                                                                                                                                                                      Self: Michael Gi                                                                                       bbons strives to wor                                                                      k with the same gentleness 
                                                                                                                                             as he makes love:                                                                                       Michael Gibbons’ f                                                                       avorite animal is his cat 
                                                                                                                                            Oona: Michael                                                                                        Gibbons’ favorite i                                                                       dea is composing music 
                                                                                                                                           from sensing hi                                                                                        s Self: Michael Gib                                                                      bons’ favorite object is 
                                                                                                                                              his synthesizer:                                                                                       Michael Gibbons e                                                                     arns his living as a taxi 
                                                                                                                                         driver in San Fr                198.55                   ancisco: California                      89.00    : USA: Michael Gibbons 
                                                                                                                                        finds it easy to c                                                                                        onverse with passe                                                                       ngers from all over the 
                                                                                                                                                               world as Michael Gibbons is a fan and follower of everything on earth from: Flowers: To: Elephants: To: Cricket: To: Soccer: To: Dogs: To: Cats: To: 
                                                                                                                                                            Music: To: Trees: To: Work: To: Ireland: To: Gaelic: To: Horses: To: Football: To: Baseball: To: Writing: To: Talking: To: Mountains: To: 
                                                                                                                                                              Basketball: To: Grape Vines: To: Driving: To: Walking: To: Italian: To: Golf: To: Penny Whistles: To: Hills: To: Valleys: To: Oceans: To: Rivers: To: 
                                                                                                                                                             Restaurants: To: Singing: The aim of the art of Michael Gibbons is to create layers of beauty and warmth as simply as possible: The aim of the life of 
                                                                                                                                      Michael Gibbons is to love to touch all of life with all of his being: And now I will say farewell to you: And I will sing of another chameleon sporting on 
                                                                                                                                    mill plaid touch in monomack to merrimac river run over jack and jackie past lowell and lawrence down to wander over field of cricket and puck 
                                                                                                                                      horsehide and pigskin down charles river salt and pepper bridge between dawn and dark flying taxi talk to the world to drop a ride to go to sfo up post 
                                                                                                                                      into embarcadero up broadway down van ness to post and powell to climb powell race the cable car up nob hill can't turn left on california go one block 
                                                                                                                                      farther to sacramento turn left to see the crooked street take a right on taylor climb russian hill turn left on union right on hyde see the steepest street 
                                                                                                                                      turn right on filbert accelerate into mid air landing half way down the hill to bottom of filbert turn left on leavenworth facing alcatraz island no we’re 
                                                                                                                                      not near sausalito driving two blocks to foot of lombard the crookedest street in the world take a left on chestnut climb turn left on hyde make illegal u 
                                                                                                                                      turn go back to lombard turn right and go down the crooked street pausing at montclair terrace to take pictures left on jones right on francisco left on 
                                                                                                                                      columbus for fisherman's wharf past pier 39 to take a left on north point drive by ghirardelli take a left on van ness right on bay right on laguna left on 
                                                                                                                                                                             marina toward the golden gate take a left on divisidero up to pacific heights left on broadway through the tunnel right on stockton through the tunnel to 
                                                                                                                                      union square down to market cross over fourth turn right on mission right on ninth cross market by city hall take a right on larkin a left on grove a 
                                                                                                    right on polk and go by city hall left on mc allister left on gough right on hough left on bough right on mough right on haight to haight ashbury no we’e 
                                                                                                                                       not near the castro sinners left on ashbury all the way to seventeenth left on seventeenth turn your map book right side up right on clayton right onto 
                                                                                                                                       twin peak boulevard right onto portola for the san francisco zoo right on sloat past the sign of doggie diner past the zoo left on great highway over the 
                                                                                                                                           buried giant sewers along the storming pacific toward the airport through daly city to pacifica take the shortcut through south city to the 101 into sfo as the 
                                                                                                                                        international red rubber necks come and go rasping of left coast religious morons code word for intelligent coast now gay lesbian hi tech genetic stock bonds bay 
                                                                                                                                        o’schwarzenegger verbiageeatical stew as bangladesh surprises england and windies demand more of alien taxi and predator cab loving all of life with all of their 
                                                                                                                                                                   being in the shadow of stately plump thoreau and mc’emerson and o’saadi and last laugh ribbons of gibbons galloping green ribs chortling the fare is $60 too:                                                                                                                                         ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
                                                                                                                                                                     | METER |                 | TIME |                   | EXTRAS |                   | STATE |                   | MADE  IN  USA |                 | FUNCTION |                                                                                                                                          ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

                                                                                                                                                          HIRED                                      TIME   OFF                           VACANT                                                                                                      ______________________________________________  
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                ___________________________________________________ 

  
                                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                              



           TWELVE: I KNOW WHERE I’M GOING AND I KNOW WHO’S COMING WITH ME 
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                                                                                                                                                                                M         I         C         H         A         E         L                     G          I           B           B         O         N         S 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
                                                                                                                                                                              Michael Gibbons was born September 5: 1942: In the Maine Eye And Ear Infirmary: Portland: Maine: USA: Michael Gibbons favorite activity as a 
                                                                                                                                                                              child was reading and playing sports: Michael Gibbons’ first job was as a gofer in an electronics factory: Michael Gibbons’ mother was born in Saint 
                                                                                                                                                                              George: Quebec: Canada: Michael Gibbons’ father was born in Lowell: Massachusetts: USA: As a child Michael Gibbons lived in Portland: Maine: 
                                                                                                                                                                             USA: San Diego: California: USA: Lowell: Massachusetts: USA: As a child Michael Gibbons loved the attention of his mother and father: Now: 
                                                                                                                                                                            Michael Gibbons lives in El Cerrito: California: USA: As an adult Michael Gibbons loves: Working: Writing: Composing Music: Making Love: His 
                                                                                                                                                                           wife: His friends: Sports: Understanding his Self: When Michael Gibbons is working he tries to stop all thoughts and feelings: He depends on his big 
                                                                                                                                                 deep silent mind                                                                                       to Look: Listen: To                                                                     uch: Taste: Smell: Sense 
                                                                                                                                                  his entire being:                                                                                       Do his work: Simul                                                                     taneously: Michael Gib 
                                                                                                                                                 bons strives to d        $   FARE                                                      o everything sponta        $   EXTRAS                            neously from his real 
                                                                                                                                                                       Self: Michael Gi                                                                                        bbons strives to wor                                                                      k with the same gentleness 
                                                                                                                                              as he makes love:                                                                                       Michael Gibbons’ f                                                                       avorite animal is his cat 
                                                                                                                                              Oona: Michael                                                                                       Gibbons’ favorite i                                                                       dea is composing music 
                                                                                                                                             from sensing hi                                                                                       s Self: Michael Gib                                                                       bons’ favorite object is 
                                                                                                                                                his synthesizer:                                                                                       Michael Gibbons e                                                                     arns his living as a taxi 
                                                                                                                                           driver in San Fr                268.10                   ancisco: California                      92.00    : USA: Michael Gibbons 
                                                                                                                                          finds it easy to c                                                                                        onverse with passe                                                                       ngers from all over the 
                                                                                                                                                                 world as Michael Gibbons is a fan and follower of everything on earth from: Flowers: To: Elephants: To: Cricket: To: Soccer: To: Dogs: To: Cats: To: 
                                                                                                                                                             Music: To: Trees: To: Work: To: Ireland: To: Gaelic: To: Horses: To: Football: To: Baseball: To: Writing: To: Talking: To: Mountains: To: 
                                                                                                                                                              Basketball: To: Grape Vines: To: Driving: To: Walking: To: Italian: To: Golf: To: Penny Whistles: To: Hills: To: Valleys: To: Oceans: To: Rivers: To: 
                                                                                                                                                             Restaurants: To: Singing: The aim of the art of Michael Gibbons is to create layers of beauty and warmth as simply as possible: The aim of the life of 
                                                                                                                                     Michael Gibbons is to love to touch all of life with all of his being: And now I will say farewell to you: And I will sing of another chameleon sporting on 
                                                                                                                                   mill plaid touch in monomack to merrimac river run over jack and jackie past lowell and lawrence down to wander over field of cricket and puck 
                                                                                                                                   horsehide and pigskin down charles river salt and pepper bridge between dawn and dark flying taxi talk to the world to drop a ride to go to sfo up post 
                                                                                                                                  into embarcadero up broadway down van ness to post and powell to climb powell race the cable car up nob hill can't turn left on california go one block 
                                                                                                                                  farther to sacramento turn left to see the crooked street take a right on taylor climb russian hill turn left on union right on hyde see the steepest street 
                                                                                                                                turn right on filbert accelerate into mid air landing half way down the hill to bottom of filbert turn left on leavenworth facing alcatraz island no we’re 
                                                                                                                               not near sausalito driving two blocks to foot of lombard the crookedest street in the world take a left on chestnut climb turn left on hyde make illegal u 
                                                                                                                              turn go back to lombard turn right and go down the crooked street pausing at montclair terrace to take pictures left on jones right on francisco left on 
                                                                                                                            columbus for fisherman's wharf past pier 39 to take a left on north point drive by ghirardelli take a left on van ness right on bay right on laguna left on 
                                                                                                                                         marina toward the golden gate take a left on divisidero up to pacific heights left on broadway through the tunnel right on stockton through the tunnel to 
                                                                                                                         union square down to market cross over fourth turn right on mission right on ninth cross market by city hall take a right on larkin a left on grove a 
                                                                                                          right on polk and go by city hall left on mc allister left on gough right on hough left on bough right on mough right on haight to haight ashbury no we’e 
                                                                                                                      not near the castro sinners left on ashbury all the way to seventeenth left on seventeenth turn your map book right side up right on clayton right onto 
                                                                                                                    twin peak boulevard right onto portola for the san francisco zoo right on sloat past the sign of doggie diner past the zoo left on great highway over the 
                                                                                                                  buried giant sewers along the storming pacific toward the airport through daly city to pacifica take the shortcut through south city to the 101 into sfo as the 
                                                                                                                international red rubber necks come and go rasping of left coast religious morons code word for intelligent coast now gay lesbian hi tech genetic stock bonds bay 
                                                                                                             o’schwarzenegger verbiageeatical stew as bangladesh surprises england and windies demand more of alien taxi and predator cab loving all of life with all of their 
                                                                                                                                 being in the shadow of stately plump thoreau and mc’emerson and o’saadi and last laugh ribbons of gibbons galloping green ribs chortling the fare is $60 too:                                                                                                           ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
                                                                                                                                   | METER |                 | TIME |                   | EXTRAS |                     STATE |                  | MADE  IN  USA |                 | FUNCTION |                                                                                                         ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

                                                                                                                         HIRED                                      TIME   OFF                           VACANT                                                                                   ______________________________________________  
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          THIRTEEN: THE FLEECE THAT PASSES ALL UNDERSTANDING 
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                                                                                                                                                                                                 Michael Gibbons was born September 5: 1942: In the Maine Eye And Ear Infirmary: Portland: Maine: USA: Michael Gibbons favorite activity as a 
                                                                                                                                                                                                child was reading and playing sports: Michael Gibbons’ first job was as a gofer in an electronics factory: Michael Gibbons’ mother was born in Saint 
                                                                                                                                                                                               George: Quebec: Canada: Michael Gibbons’ father was born in Lowell: Massachusetts: USA: As a child Michael Gibbons lived in Portland: Maine: 
                                                                                                                                                                                              USA: San Diego: California: USA: Lowell: Massachusetts: USA: As a child Michael Gibbons loved the attention of his mother and father: Now: 
                                                                                                                                                                                             Michael Gibbons lives in El Cerrito: California: USA: As an adult Michael Gibbons loves: Working: Writing: Composing Music: Making Love: His 
                                                                                                                                                                                            wife: His friends: Sports: Understanding his Self: When Michael Gibbons is working he tries to stop all thoughts and feelings: He depends on his big 
                                                                                                                                                               deep silent mind                                                                                       to Look: Listen: To                                                                     uch: Taste: Smell: Sense 
                                                                                                                                                                his entire being:                                                                                       Do his work: Simul                                                                     taneously: Michael Gib 
                                                                                                                                                               bons strives to d        $   FARE                                                      o everything sponta        $   EXTRAS                            neously from his real 
                                                                                                                                                                                        Self: Michael Gi                                                                                        bbons strives to wor                                                                      k with the same gentleness 
                                                                                                                                                            as he makes love:                                                                                       Michael Gibbons’ f                                                                       avorite animal is his cat 
                                                                                                                                                           Oona: Michael                                                                                        Gibbons’ favorite i                                                                       dea is composing music 
                                                                                                                                                          from sensing hi                                                                                        s Self: Michael Gib                                                                       bons’ favorite object is 
                                                                                                                                                             his synthesizer:                                                                                       Michael Gibbons e                                                                      arns his living as a taxi 
                                                                                                                                                        driver in San Fr                368.10                   ancisco: California                      92.00     : USA: Michael Gibbons 
                                                                                                                                                       finds it easy to c                                                                                        onverse with passe                                                                        ngers from all over the 
                                                                                                                                                                                world as Michael Gibbons is a fan and follower of everything on earth from: Flowers: To: Elephants: To: Cricket: To: Soccer: To: Dogs: To: Cats: To: 
                                                                                                                                                                             Music: To: Trees: To: Work: To: Ireland: To: Gaelic: To: Horses: To: Football: To: Baseball: To: Writing: To: Talking: To: Mountains: To: 
                                                                                                                                                                              Basketball: To: Grape Vines: To: Driving: To: Walking: To: Italian: To: Golf: To: Penny Whistles: To: Hills: To: Valleys: To: Oceans: To: Rivers: To: 
                                                                                                                                                                             Restaurants: To: Singing: The aim of the art of Michael Gibbons is to create layers of beauty and warmth as simply as possible: The aim of the life of 
                                                                                                                                                  Michael Gibbons is to love to touch all of life with all of his being: And now I will say farewell to you: And I will sing of another chameleon sporting on 
                                                                                                                                                mill plaid touch in monomack to merrimac river run over jack and jackie past lowell and lawrence down to wander over field of cricket and puck 
                                                                                                                                                horsehide and pigskin down charles river salt and pepper bridge between dawn and dark flying taxi talk to the world to drop a ride to go to sfo up post 
                                                                                                                                               into embarcadero up broadway down van ness to post and powell to climb powell race the cable car up nob hill can't turn left on california go one block 
                                                                                                                                              farther to sacramento turn left to see the crooked street take a right on taylor climb russian hill turn left on union right on hyde see the steepest street 
                                                                                                                                             turn right on filbert accelerate into mid air landing half way down the hill to bottom of filbert turn left on leavenworth facing alcatraz island no we’re 
                                                                                                                                            not near sausalito driving two blocks to foot of lombard the crookedest street in the world take a left on chestnut climb turn left on hyde make illegal u 
                                                                                                                                           turn go back to lombard turn right and go down the crooked street pausing at montclair terrace to take pictures left on jones right on francisco left on 
                                                                                                                                          columbus for fisherman's wharf past pier 39 to take a left on north point drive by ghirardelli take a left on van ness right on bay right on laguna left on 
                                                                                                                                         marina toward the golden gate take a left on divisidero up to pacific heights left on broadway through the tunnel right on stockton through the tunnel to 
                                                                                                                                        union square down to market cross over fourth turn right on mission right on ninth cross market by city hall take a right on larkin a left on grove a 
                                                                                                                                       right on polk and go by city hall left on mc allister left on gough right on hough left on bough right on mough right on haight to haight ashbury no we’e 
                                                                                                                                      not near the castro sinners left on ashbury all the way to seventeenth left on seventeenth turn your map book right side up right on clayton right onto 
                                                                                                                                     twin peak boulevard right onto portola for the san francisco zoo right on sloat past the sign of doggie diner past the zoo left on great highway over the 
                                                                                                                                    buried giant sewers along the storming pacific toward the airport through daly city to pacifica take the shortcut through south city to the 101 into sfo as the 
                                                                                                                                   international red rubber necks come and go rasping of left coast religious morons code word for intelligent coast now gay lesbian hi tech genetic stock bonds bay 
                                                                                                                                  o’schwarzenegger verbiageeatical stew as bangladesh surprises england and windies demand more of alien taxi and predator cab loving all of life with all of their 
                                                                                                                                                           being in the shadow of stately plump thoreau and mc’emerson and o’saadi and last laugh ribbons of gibbons galloping green ribs chortling the fare is $60 too: 

                                                                                                                                                          ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
                                                                                                                                                                                             | METER |                 | TIME |                   | EXTRAS |                     STATE |                  | MADE  IN  USA |                 | FUNCTION |                                                                                                                                                          ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

                                                                                                                                                                                   HIRED                                      TIME   OFF                           VACANT                                                                                                            ______________________________________________  
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 ___________________________________________________ 

  
                                                                                                                                                                

                                                                                                             



                                                                                                                                                                                                     FINALE: ALWAYS GIVE A PASSENGER AN EVEN BRAKE 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                  z   z   z    z   z   z   z    z   z   z    z   z   z   z   z      
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                                                                                                                    M         I         C         H         A         E         L                     G          I           B           B         O         N         S 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                                                                                                                      Michael Gibbons was born September 5: 1942: In the Maine Eye And Ear Infirmary: Portland: Maine: USA: Michael Gibbons favorite activity as a 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                      child was reading and playing sports: Michael Gibbons’ first job was as a gofer in an electronics factory: Michael Gibbons’ mother was born in Saint 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                      George: Quebec: Canada: Michael Gibbons’ father was born in Lowell: Massachusetts: USA: As a child Michael Gibbons lived in Portland: Maine: 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                      USA: San Diego: California: USA: Lowell: Massachusetts: USA: As a child Michael Gibbons loved the attention of his mother and father: Now: 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                      Michael Gibbons lives in El Cerrito: California: USA: As an adult Michael Gibbons loves: Working: Writing: Composing Music: Making Love: His 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                      wife: His friends: Sports: Understanding his Self: When Michael Gibbons is working he tries to stop all thoughts and feelings: He depends on his big 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                     deep silent mind                                                                                       to Look: Listen: To                                                                    uch: Taste: Smell: Sense 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                     his entire being:                                                                                       Do his work: Simul                                                                      taneously: Michael Gib 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                     bons strives to d        $   FARE                                                      o everything sponta        $   EXTRAS                            neously from his real 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                      Self: Michael Gi                                                                                        bbons strives to wor                                                                      k with the same gentleness 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                     as he makes love:                                                                                       Michael Gibbons’ f                                                                      avorite animal is his cat 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                     Oona: Michael                                                                                       Gibbons’ favorite i                                                                        dea is composing music 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                     from sensing hi                                                                                       s Self: Michael Gib                                                                       bons’ favorite object is 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                     his synthesizer:                                                                                       Michael Gibbons e                                                                      arns his living as a taxi 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                     driver in San Fr                589.05                  ancisco: California                     99.00       : USA: Michael Gibbons 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                     finds it easy to c                                                                                       onverse with passe                                                                         ngers from all over the 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                       world as Michael Gibbons is a fan and follower of everything on earth from: Flowers: To: Elephants: To: Cricket: To: Soccer: To: Dogs: To: Cats: To: 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Music: To: Trees: To: Work: To: Ireland: To: Gaelic: To: Horses: To: Football: To: Baseball: To: Writing: To: Talking: To: Mountains: To: 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Basketball: To: Grape Vines: To: Driving: To: Walking: To: Italian: To: Golf: To: Penny Whistles: To: Hills: To: Valleys: To: Oceans: To Rivers: To: 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Restaurants: To: Singing: The aim of the art of Michael Gibbons is to create layers of beauty and warmth as simply as possible: The aim of the life of 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                     Michael Gibbons is to love to touch all of life with all of his being: And now I will say farewell to you: And I will sing of another chameleon sporting on 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                     mill plaid touch in monomack to merrimac river run over jack and jackie past lowell and lawrence down to wander over field of cricket and puck 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                     horsehide and pigskin down charles river salt and pepper bridge between dawn and dark flying taxi talk to the world to drop a ride to go to sfo up post 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                     into embarcadero up broadway down van ness to post and powell to climb powell race the cable car up nob hill can't turn left on california go one block 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                     farther to sacramento turn left to see the crooked street take a right on taylor climb russian hill turn left on union right on hyde see the steepest street 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                     turn right on filbert accelerate into mid air landing half way down the hill to bottom of filbert turn left on leavenworth facing alcatraz island no we’re 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                     not near sausalito driving two blocks to foot of lombard the crookedest street in the world take a left on chestnut climb turn left on hyde make illegal u 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                     turn go back to lombard turn right and go down the crooked street pausing at montclair terrace to take pictures left on jones right on francisco left on 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                     columbus for fisherman's wharf past pier 39 to take a left on north point drive by ghirardelli take a left on van ness right on bay right on laguna left on 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                     marina toward the golden gate take a left on divisidero up to pacific heights left on broadway through the tunnel right on stockton through the tunnel to 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                     union square down to market cross over fourth turn right on mission right on ninth cross market by city hall take a right on larkin a left on grove a 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                     right on polk and go by city hall left on mc allister left on gough right on hough left on bough right on mough right on haight to haight ashbury no we’e 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                     not near the castro sinners left on ashbury all the way to seventeenth left on seventeenth turn your map book right side up right on clayton right onto 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                      twin peak boulevard right onto portola for the san francisco zoo right on sloat past the sign of doggie diner past the zoo left on great highway over the 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                     buried giant sewers along the storming pacific toward the airport through daly city to pacifica take the shortcut through south city to the 101 into sfo as the 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                     international red rubber necks come and go rasping of left coast religious morons code word for intelligent coast now gay lesbian hi tech genetic stock bonds bay 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                      o’schwarzenegger verbiageeatical stew as bangladesh surprises england and windies demand more of alien taxi and predator cab loving all of life with all of their 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                       being in the shadow of stately plump thoreau and mc’emerson and o’saadi and last laugh ribbons of gibbons galloping green ribs chortling the fare is $60 too:                                                                                                                                                                                                                        ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                         | METER |                 | TIME |                   | EXTRAS |                  |  STATE |                   | MADE  IN  USA |                 | FUNCTION | 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 HIRED                                      TIME   OFF                           VACANT                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           _______________________________________________  
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   __________________________________________________ 

     
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          



                                                       NOTE: 
 
 

                                               MOBILE TRICKERS: 
                                 OVERTURE: Yakov Ben Yossef: Jerusalem: Promoter: Brother/Step-Son Of God:                                  ONE:   Christy Mahon: Eire:  Playboy Of The Western World: One And Only:                                  TWO:   Jay Gatz:  Lung Islanduh:  Splitzy: Astute Bootlegger/Monumental Sucker:                                  THREE:  David O. Selznick:  Los Angeles: Hero Of The Son In Law Also Rises:                                  FOUR:   Sllihráhtméhtnidlógséreht:  Eire: Temptress: 

                                FIVE:   Timothy Leary:  Solar Ether: League For Spiritual Discovery:                                  SIX:   Sun Wukong:  China: The Monkey King: 
                                  SEVEN:   Hermes:  Greece: Tricky Messenger: Slippery God Of Thieves: 

                                EIGHT:   Loki:  Norse: Malicious God Of Fire:  

                                NINE:   Pooka:  Eire: Complex Bog Entity: 

                                TEN:   Fritz Elfving:  Frisco: U. P. Ferry: Loopy Wage Slave Hauler Ever Yearning To Kiss Own Rear: 

                                ELEVEN:  Alphonsus Capone:  Chicago: Loopy Singer At Canaries: Takum Fur A Ride:  

                                TWELVE:  Michael Powell:  England: Brilliant Effervescent Technicolor Dye Voyeur: 
                                  THIRTEEN:  Jason : Greece:  Thief Of The Golden Fleece: Fool: Connubialed Medea: 
                                 FINALE:  William Claude Dukenfield:  Philadelphia: Pool Shark: Master Of AKA monikers:  
 
 
 


